What Does Huron Legal Do?

- Leading provider of e-discovery services and consulting
- How does analytics apply?
  - Data mining/text mining for specific cases
    - Social network analysis
    - Data visualization and metrics reporting
    - Clustering, threading, near duplicate identification
    - Machine learning
  - Data mining in a broader context
    - Information management
    - Records retention policy adherence
What Is A Current Challenge? Defensible Disposition

• Defensible disposition does the following:
  – Uses a record retention policy to segregate documents into four categories
    • Legal hold
    • Regulatory compliance
    • Business purpose
    • ROT
      – Redundant
      – Obsolete
      – Trivial
  – Each buckets has different rules and distinct workflows
Sound easy?... Consider this

- A standard document retention policy can have hundreds of categories
- Using machine learning is very complex
  - Used to enforce policy
  - Multiple unrelated issues
  - Different dispositions for different datasets
See Things Differently.